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The world of condensed matter physics is a fascinating field. With all of the many different 
elements to explore, it seems impossible to discover all of their secrets. Nevertheless, a study of 
two different materials is covered in this work. The first type of materials are the Perovskites; 
these materials are commonly used in materials research, but still have hidden treasures left for 
research scientist to explore. The second type of materials are the Pyrochlores. The Pyrochlores 
are not as widely studied as the Perovskite materials, thus, leaving even more avenues to venture 
down in the quest to learn the ways of nature and the properties of these materials. In this work, 
the valence electron states and the magnetic properties of the Perovskite LMO on STO are 
reported with the samples varying in thickness from 3 – unit cells to 12 – unit cells were 
measured and the results reported for their XAS measurements. In addition, the growth of the 
Pyrochlore YTO on YSZ are, also, investigated using XRD and differing growth conditions to 
ascertain the ideal growth conditions for the material. Furthermore, an overview of the 
experimental techniques is included to assist in understanding the results of this thesis. Finally, a 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Material Science is an extremely popular and exciting scientific field. This interest stems from the 
many different properties, which are controllable down to the atomic level, and can produce novel 
effects in a plethora of materials. Despite this controllability, there are still many aspects, which 
are not, yet, well understood, but are extremely necessary, and highly studied, for all of the 
fascinating results produced. Along these lines, Perovskite materials are commonly used for 
materials research. Additionally, Pyrochlore materials are of special interest, and are a playground 
for materials scientists as well. Furthermore, they have not been as widely studied as the Perovskite 
materials. Pyrochlore materials have the A2B2O7 structure. These materials have many interesting 
properties including: ionic conductivity [1], optical nonlinearity [2], and high radiation tolerance 
[3]. Along with these properties, the pyrochlore materials, potentially, have numerous applications 
for example: thermal barrier coating [4], high-permittivity dielectrics [5], solid electrolytes in 
solid-oxide fuel cells [6], and materials for safely disposing of nuclear waste containing actinide 
[7]. Along these same lines, if the A site of the material is Y, or any other rare earth element for 
that matter, and the B site is Ti you will get the structure as in Figure 1.1 [8]. One of the most 
interesting phenomena demonstrated by these materials is frustration. Frustration has become a 
focus of these materials due to the work of J. Villian [9]. Frustration was first identified as 
crystalline ice with disorder and with the frustration continuing to an extremely low temperature 
[10]. The specific Pyrochlore material synthesized in this work is Y2Ti2O7 (YTO) (Figure 1.1a). 
One of the reasons for this is because the Y is nonmagnetic making YTO an excellent buffer 
material placed on the Yttrium Stabilized Zirconium (YSZ) substrate which is not very conducive 
to growing some pyrochlore oxide films. Also, YTO has a better lattice match for the next phase 
of the overall project some of which will be discussed at a later section of this work. Growing YTO 
on YSZ along the [111] direction (Figure 1.1b) allows the tailoring of the frustration in the desired 
materials along a specific (desired) direction or plane. Motivation: Our final goal is to grow a 
Zn2Dy3Sb3O14 (ZDSO) frustrated magnet. To do this, we needed to lay a foundation for optimum 
growth. We started substrate treatment and moved on to growing a YTO film for a more conducive 














1.1 Overview of thesis 
This work is an overview of important experimental methods and applications of materials 
research, as such, it is composed of five chapters all of which illustrate or explain one or more 
applications and/or methods. In this chapter, an overview of this work is described. Chapter 2 gives 
a brief overview of the experimental methods used. Chapter 3 is a LaMnO3 (LMO)/SrTiO3 (STO) 
project and illustrates the usage of experimental methods, some substrate treatment, and analysis 
of XAS data conducted by the author. Chapter 4 is another project dealing with the growth and 
characterization of YTO on YSZ substrates along with the treatment of the substrates. 
Furthermore, chapter 4 talks about the materials synthesized by the author concluding with the 
analysis of the samples; with chapter 5 looking to future work and research possibilities and 





















Chapter 2: Experimental Methods 
 
2.1 Pulsed Laser Deposition 
There are many ways to create thin films, but the 3 principle methods for making them are: first, 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy, second, Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), and, lastly, the Sputtering 
Method. Pulsed Laser Deposition is a method used to make, typically called growth, thin films 
through the ablation (evaporation) of material with a laser. This technique produces high quality 
films in a relatively short time period and at cheaper costs than some other epitaxial methods. The 
earliest accounts of any type of laser ablation experiments was in the 1960s by Breech and Cross 
[22] at the International Conference on Spectroscopy. In this work, a ruby laser vaporized and 
excited atoms from solid surfaces with the photon spectrum being used to identify the elements of 
the ejecting surface. As with most scientific instruments, commercial ones appeared shortly 
afterwards. 
 
In the first experimental paper, researchers Honig and Woolston [23] studied the laser ablation of 
multiple metals, semiconductors and of insulators. But, if we fast forward to the nineties, the 
assuredness of laser ablation and its applications would benefit scientific research and 
development. This fact was supported by the very first conference specifically for laser ablation 
hosted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [24]. With the advent of high-temperature 
superconductors, the benefits of PLD were finally realized [25]. The appropriate growth conditions 
were achieved using PLD even with the complex composition of multi-elementary materials [26].   
 
In PLD, you need a substrate, a target and holder, laser, heater. The substrate is mounted onto a 
plate which is attached to some type of heater, either laser or resistive, and placed inside a vacuum 
chamber. This can be either high vacuum or ultra-high vacuum. Inside the chamber, there is also 
the target and target holder. The target(s) is a compressed pellet made of the material that is to be 
grown inside the chamber. Typically, a UV laser is used to produce, or fire, a short and intense 
pulse (shot) striking the target for the growth process (See figure 2.1). 
 
Since every material is different, there are a plethora of varying ideal conditions for each one of 
them, and it is difficult to have all of these conditions satisfied. Some of the constraints on the 
growth include: pressure inside the chamber, composition of the gas inside, temperature, spot size 
and shape of the laser, the composition and type of the target used, the laser fluency, and the density 
of the plasma plume. The PLD process allows for control and tunability of the material even down 
to the atomic layer.  
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Other than the aforementioned deposition conditions, there are a few other important parameters 
which affect the growth and separates PLD from the other techniques: 1. the high energy of the 
particles attaching to the substrate, 2. the deposition rates that are achieved, and 3. the pulsed 
deposition [27]. Starting with the plasma plume, its characteristics can be classified into charged 
and neutral. Out of these two, the charged has the highest kinetic energy (as much as 250eV). 
Despite the higher energy, there still exists a substantial interaction of the ablated material and 
ambient gas molecules [28]. The majority of this energy is diffused by the gas in the environment 
due to interactions with colder gas molecules. The nature of the growth is reliant on the velocity 
of the incoming ablated particles which is regulated by the pressure of the gas in the chamber 















With jE being the energy supply rate; n is the particle flux, vg and vv are the forward velocities of 
the particles in the gas; vv is the forward velocity of the particles in vacuum; where the subscript 
g is the gas and v is vacuum. Due to the fact that the plasma plume is composed of many different 
types of materials, the theoretical explanations of the velocity distribution can be arduous. The 
models conclude that the velocity of the particles landing on the substrate is a function of the gas 
pressure; thus, a heavy influence from the gas pressure is normal [27]. Due to the stress from the 
high energy particles on grown films, the gas inside the chamber behaves as a buffer for the high 
velocity particles and slows their movement.  
 
2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a tool for characterization of thin films. AFM is widely used 
for developing, optimizing, and monitoring the deposition process and helps to understand 
relationships between the properties of the film. Some of the commonly measured properties 
include: surface roughness, uniformity, and morphology; mechanical properties, hardness, and 
wear; conductivity, permittivity, stored charge, and various other electrical properties; 
piezoelectric / electromechanical response; magnetic properties; thermal properties. AFM is 
extremely useful in imaging topography of nanoscale materials. It was discovered in 1980s by G. 
Binnig, C.F. Quate, and Ch. Gerber [11]. In their paper, they introduce a way for a scanning 
tunneling microscope to measure the motion of a cantilever with ultrasmall mass along with forces 
as small as 10-18N and distances of 10-4 angstroms. The images are acquired by measuring the force 
on a sharp tip created by the proximity of the sample surface while keeping the force small and 
constant [11]. When the tip is moved sideways along the surface it can trace the contours of the 
material being measured. In the AFMs of today, typically, a laser is used to align the tip and in the 
most opportune position for imaging. During the imaging process, the tip is oscillated at resonance 
by a specific voltage and amplitude. This allows for the detection of changes in topography as the 
AFM adjusts the position of the tip to keep the cantilever oscillating at the appropriate voltage, 
frequency, and amplitude. The three dimensional images enable nanoscale information on the film 
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structure to be obtained. The AFM vibrates a cantilever at a specific frequency and voltage, thus, 
allowing it to map the surface of the material and detect any changes in the material’s topography. 
The AFM is able to measure the extremely small force between the cantilever and the sample 
because the cantilever is approximately 3-6μm in height with a radius of 15-40nm. The AFM is 
strong at detecting the vertical changes in the topography of materials with a resolution up to 
0.1nm. This is accomplished by measuring the vertical and even the lateral deflections of the 
cantilever by the use of an optical lever. The basic theory for this is Hooke’s Law: 
 
2. 𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥 
 
Where F is the force, k is the spring constant, and x is the cantilever deflection. When the spring 
constant of the cantilever is less than that of the surface (~0.1-1 N/m), the cantilever will bend. As 
the cantilever bends the deflection is measured. The detected forces range from nN to μN in open 
air [12]. There are three primary modes of imaging in AFM (depending on make and model): first, 
Contact mode; Second, Tapping Mode; Third, Non-Contact Mode. In this work,only the tapping 
mode was utilized; therefore, a more in-depth explanation will be covered.  
 
The Tapping mode is very similar to the contact mode, but, in tapping mode, the cantilever is 
oscillated at its resonant frequency. Since the spring is critical in AFM, and the maximum 
deflection for the given force is needed. The spring must be as soft as possible, but, also, needs to 
be stiff for it to have a high resonant frequency in order to help minimize the vibrational sensitivity. 
The resonant frequency is given in equation 2: 
 











With f0 is the resonant frequency; k is the spring constant; m0 is the effective mass that loads the 
spring. With the above equation, it can be seen that the ration of k/m0 must be kept large; therefore, 
when k is increased (or decreased), m0 must also increase (or decrease) as well. With a known 
resonance frequency, the tip taps the sample’s surface while scanning, thus, making contact with 
the sample at the bottom end of the oscillation. As mentioned above, the cantilever is driven at a 
specific amplitude and at the resonance frequency allowing the AFM to detect changes in the 
surface when an adjustment in the cantilever is necessary in order to keep the amplitude constant. 
 
2.3 X-Ray Diffraction 
Remembering that X-Rays are electromagnetic radiation with energies ranging from 100 eV to 
100keV, we note that, for X-ray Diffraction (XRD) applications, short wavelengths (hard x-rays) 
are used. These range from just a few angstroms (10-10m) to 0.1 angstroms with energies ranging 
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from around 1keV to 120keV. Since these wavelengths are approximately the size of atoms, they 
are well suited for probing the structure of atoms and molecules in a vast array of materials. The 
energy of x-rays allows them to penetrate deep into the materials measured and yield information 
about the structure [13].  
 
There two main ways in which x-rays are produced: 1) x-ray tubes, and 2) synchrotron radiation. 
In the first, x-ray tubes are generated by accelerating a focused electron beam through a high 
voltage field striking either a stationary or rotating target. As electrons slow down by colliding 
with the atoms in the target, a spectrum of x-rays are continuously released. This type of radiation 
is called Bremsstrahlung radiation. In atoms, the high energy electrons eject inner shell electrons 
through this ionization process. As free electrons fill the shells, an x-ray photon with energies 
characteristic of the material of the target is emitted. Copper and Molybdenum are two common 
targets for the x-ray tubes. The copper x-rays have energies around 8keV at a wavelength of 1.54 
angstroms and molybdenum x-rays have energies 14keV at a wavelength of 0.8 angstroms. 





   
In equation 1, E is the energy, h is called Plank’s constant, c is the speed of light, and λ is the 
wavelength. The previously explained method is how x-rays are produced in laboratory 
instruments. The second method will be explained in more detail in the section on XAS.  
 
In materials, the x-rays mainly interact with the electrons; when these x-ray photons and electrons 
collide, some of the incident beam photons are deflected away from the initial direction of travel. 
If there is no change in the wavelengths of the scattered x-rays (energy conservation), this is an 
elastic scattering process in which only the momentum has been changed called Thompson 
scattering. These types of x-rays are the ones measured in diffraction experiments, since the 
scattered x-rays contain information about the electron distribution in the measured material. In 
the other case (called Compton scattering), x-rays lose some of their energy to the electrons 
resulting in different wavelengths for the scattered x-rays than the incident ones.  
 
 
Waves that are diffracted from different atoms can interfere with each other resulting in a strongly 
modulated intensity. When the atoms are arranged in a periodic manner, like crystals, the diffracted 
waves will yield sharp and distinct interference patterns with the same symmetry as the distribution 
of atoms. These will look like peaks in graphs of the data. Thus, measuring the diffraction pattern 
enables us to deduce the distribution of the atoms in the materials measured [13].  
 
 
When x-rays are diffracted, there are a few possible outcomes which generate the peaks in the 
data. The first is when the intensities of the x-rays cancel each other out called destructive 
interference normally yielding no peaks. The second is when the intensities of the x-rays combine 
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or add together yielding constructive interference giving strong peaks. Lastly, and most frequently, 
a combination of the two results called partial interference yielding fuzzy looking peaks [14].  
 
Now, XRD itself first started in 1912 when Max Von Laue discovered the fact that crystalline 
structures act like three dimensional diffraction gratings for x-rays with wavelengths similar to the 
spacing of the planes in crystal lattices. Today, X-Ray diffraction is a common technique used to 
study different crystal structures and atomic spacing. One of the many benefits of the technique is 
the reliance on basic principle physics, namely, Bragg's Law. Bragg's Law is satisfied when 
constructive interference or partial constructive interference occurs. Bragg's Law is given in 
equation 4: 
 
5. 2𝑑 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆   
 
In equation 2, d is the distance between the charges (the planes or lattice spacing); n is an integer 
number and relates to the "order" of the reflection; λ is the wavelength of the x-ray beam. The 
lattice constant, d, aides in identifying the materials measured, and/or the direction, or plane, of 
the known measured material. The typical XRD convention, 2θ is the angle between the incoming 
and outgoing beam. There are many applications to XRD including: new material 
identification, crystal solution and refinement; determination of unit cell, bond-lengths, bond-
angles and site-ordering; characterization of cation-anion coordination; variations in crystal lattice 
with chemistry; with specialized chambers, structures of high-pressures and/or temperatures 
phases can be determined; determination of crystal-chemical vs. environmental control on 
minerals; powder patterns can also be derived from single-crystals by the use of specialized 
cameras [15]. 
 
For this work, XRD was used to find the orientation of the sample using the peaks from the 
intensity at specific angles. This was achieved by knowing where the intensity peaks are expected 
for the material and measuring the grown samples in order to confirm growth along the desired 
direction.  
 
An x-ray diffractometer consists of three basic components: an x-ray tube, a sample holder, and 
an x-ray detector. As explained earlier, the x-rays are generated in a cathode ray tube produce a 
spectra consisting of several components: the most common are Kα and Kβ. Kα consists, in part, of 
Kα1 and Kα2. Kα1 has a slightly shorter wavelength but twice the intensity as Kα2. The exact 
wavelength are characteristic of the target material. In order to produce the needed monochromatic 
x-rays, it is necessary to filter using foils or crystals monochrometers. Because Kα1 and Kα2 are so 
close in wavelength, a weighted average of the two is used. Of the two common targets for x-ray 
production, mentioned above, Molybdenum is the typical material for single-crystal diffraction. 
These x-rays are collimated and directed onto the sample. As discussed before, once the geometry 
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of the impinging, incident x-rays satisfy the Bragg Equation (Equation 4), constructive interference 
occurs. The detector records and processes the x-ray signal and covert it to a count rate which is 
displayed on a device, usually a computer screen. The x-ray single crystal diffractometers use 
either a 3 or 4 circle goniometer, which is an instrument that measures angles or lets an object 
rotate to a precise angular position, these circles refer to the angles of 2θ, χ, φ, and ω which define 
the relationship between the crystal lattice, incident ray, and the detector. Samples are typically 
mounted on thin glass slides, then, mounted onto the goniometer head. Adjusting the X, Y, and Z 
orthogonal directions allows the sample to be centered within the x-ray beam. The x-rays travel 
through the collimator and are directed at the sample. X-rays are transmitted through the crystal 
reflected off the surface, or diffracted by the crystal lattice. The detector is protected by a beam 
stop located opposite to the collimator preventing burnout. The reflected rays are scattered away 
from the detector because of the angles, but, with the right orientation, they can be collected by 
the detector. In our modern diffractometers, they have a charge-coupled device which transform 
the detected x-ray photons into electrical signals sent to a computer. Crystal structures contain 
several thousand unique reflections with spatial arrangements called a diffraction pattern. The 
indices: h, k, and l may be assigned to each reflection, indicating the position within the pattern. 
The patterns have reciprocal Fourier transforms with relationships to the crystalline lattice 
structure and the real space unit cell. This is referred to as the solution to the crystal structure. 
Once the structure is solved, it is refined using the techniques of the least-squares [15].  
In summary, x-ray diffraction is a method of measuring and investigating the properties of 
materials using an x-ray tube to generate the photons and bombarding the sample at specific angles 
in order to satisfy Bragg’s Law. This yields valuable information which can be used to characterize 
different materials.  
 
2.4 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
In 1897, Larmor was able to derive an equation for the total instantaneous power radiated from 
accelerated charged particles (equation 5).  
 




Where: P is the total power radiated; q is the charge; a is the acceleration; ϵ0 is the permittivity of 
free space; and, c is the speed of light. About a year later, this formula was extended by Lienard 
yielding the equation (equation 6) for a relativistic particle undergoing centripetal acceleration in 








Where P is, again, the total power; E is the energy of the particle; m is the rest mass; c is the speed 
of light; and R is the radius of the trajectory. The fundamental principle that accelerated charges 
radiate is the foundation for synchrotron physics. But, after many years of development, in the 
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1940s, advances in accelerator technologies lead to the beginnings of our modern synchrotrons. 
Unfortunately, the realization of an actual synchrotron, and the basis for our modern facilities, 
would have to wait until the 1950s and 60s. It was then that the idea for a large ring used to store 
or house a continuously circulating beam of accelerated particles, simply, called storage rings [16]. 
Ever since its development, synchrotron based X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is a proven 
experimental method for studying the local environments of the cations in a multitude of materials. 
XAS yields information of the average interatomic distances, the number and chemical identities 
of neighboring atoms [17].  
 
Because x-rays are ionizing radiation, synchrotrons are the best source for producing x-rays for 
XAS. The produced x-rays have sufficient energy to eject a core electron from an atom. These 
core shells have a specific binding energy, and, if the x-ray absorption is plotted as a function of 
energy, produce a spectrum for an atom resembling the spectrum for lead. As the x-ray energy is 
scanned through the binding energy of a core shell, there is a sudden increase in the absorption 
cross-section. This leads to the commonly referred to absorption edge, with each of the edges 
representing a different core-electron binding energy. These edges are named according to the 
principle quantum number of the electron being excited: K for n=1, L for n=2, M for n=3, etc. The 
binding energy for the core-electrons increase with increasing atomic number, from 284eV for the 
Carbon K edge to 115.606keV for the Uranium K edge, and the energies for L edges markedly 
lower than the corresponding K edges (e.g. the binding energy for the Uranium L2 edge is 
20.948keV and 17.166keV for the L3 edge).  XAS refers to the measurement of the x-ray 
absorption cross-section in the vicinity of one or more absorbing edges. For the most part, an 
absorption edge, by itself, is of little value except for identifying the element measured. However, 
if the edges are examined in more detail, they encapsulate a plethora of information. The 
absorption edge is not simply a discontinuous increase in the absorption, but, in fact, it shows the 
significant structure both in the immediate vicinity of the edge jump as well as above the edge. 
Sometime, the structure around the edge is referred to as the x-ray absorption near-edge structure. 
The oscillations above the edge are referred to as extended x-ray absorption fine structure. The 
difference between the two is arbitrary due to the fact that the same fundamental principles govern 
the photoabsorption over the whole XAS region. Therefore, there is no distinction between the 
near edge and the extended.  
 
Now, the absorption of an ionizing x-ray is the result of the ejection of a photoelectron which 
leaves behind a highly excited core-hole state. There are a variety of mechanisms for the excited 
photoelectrons to relax back. The two most important being the emission of an Auger electron and 
x-ray fluorescence. Auger emission can be the dominant relaxation process for the lower energy 
states. X-ray fluorescence is the primary relaxation process for the higher energy excitation. 
Typically, x-ray fluorescence takes place in the K edge for elements with an atomic number greater 
than 40. For the even heavier elements, the spectrum is more complicated with a large number of 
emission lines. X-ray fluorescence has been around for longer than our modern and quantum 
understanding of this process. Therefore, there are no simple relationships between the names of 
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different emission lines and the origin of the line. Nevertheless, x-ray fluorescence is still governed 
by a series of selection rules which are referred to as “diagram lines.” It must be kept in mind that 
other “forbidden” transition lines can also be observed which can also give important information. 
Interestingly, every element has its own unique x-ray emission energies which are usually well 
resolved from any neighboring emission lines.  
 
If we start with the simplest case, the measurement of x-ray absorption spectrum only involves the 
measurement of the incident and transmitted flux. In order to minimize limitations, the measured 
XAS spectra are mostly the fluorescence excitation spectra. Equation 7 gives the expression for 
the reduction in intensity for the whether it is transmission or fluorescence.  
 





With μ being the linear absorption coefficient, which is determined by the atoms of the material; 
x is the thickness of the sample tested; I0 is the x-rays incident upon the sample; and, I is the 
transmitted x-rays. If the variable I0 was replaced to If, we would have the equation for the 
reduction by fluorescence [18].  
 
Now, to complete our introduction on XAS, it is important to speak a little about x-ray absorption 
near edge structure (XANES). Although the energy of an absorption edge is not well defined, it 
still proves extremely useful when determining the oxidation state of the absorbing electron. For 
many years the energy edge increases as the oxidation of the state increases in the absorbing 
electrons. To explain this, it is necessary to consider the electrostatic model. Atoms with a higher 
oxidation state should, also, have higher charges which would, in turn, require higher energy x-
rays to eject the core electrons. This gives a phenomenological relation between the edge energy 
and the oxidation state, and makes XAS extremely sensitive to oxidation states [18]. 
 
2.5 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism  
As mentioned before, XAS looks at the unoccupied states of electrons in the atoms. Furthermore, 
XAS seeks to analyze the integral unoccupied densities of the states vs. energy [19], specifically, 
of the k-integral measurements. Due to these integral measurements, XAS may determine 
magnetic moments similar to other material research methods. XAS is hyper sensitive and 
accounts for the disentanglement of spin and orbital magnetism, as well as probing the local atomic 
properties. Although XAS was discussed before, further discussion is necessary to help understand 
and explain X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). XMCD allows for the resolution of the 
element- and shell-selective magnetic properties to be measured. 
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Now, XAS is an umbrella term for many different form of spectroscopic measurements including: 
XANES, EXAFS, and, the object of this section, Dichroism in X-ray absorption with linearly 
polarized light which include: X-ray natural linear dichroism (XNLD), and X-ray magnetic linear 
dichroism (XMLD). When the light is circularly polarized, it results in two more classes of XAS, 
namely: X-ray natural circular dichroism (XNCD), and, finally, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 
(XMCD) with XMCD being the focus of this section.  
 
Dichroism is the polarization dependent absorption behavior. If a resultant charge or spin is 
directionally dependent (anisotropic) in a microscopic picture. When the dichroism is caused by a 
charge anisotropy, it is termed natural dichroism or a charge dichroism, but it is a magnetic 
dichroism if it is caused by an anisotropic spin distribution (Magnetism and Synchrotron 
Radiation) in the case of XNLD and XMCD. So, XMCD is produce when the charge anisotropy 
is caused by an axial spin alignment. In other words, x-ray magnetism circular dichroism is when 
a directionally dependent spin polarization behavior happens.  
 
The first XMCD experiment was conducted in 1987 by Schütz et al. [20]. It is very good at 
providing simple evidence of an extrinsic origin of high temperature ferromagnetism. XMCD can, 
also, be understood as the difference of the x-ray absorption coefficient shown in equation 8: 
 
9. 𝜇𝑐 =  (𝜇
− − 𝜇+) 
 
Where the orientation of the incident photon helicity and sample magnetization is given by μ- for 
the antiparallel, and μ+ for the parallel orientations. Specifically, XMCD is produced from a 
directional spin alignment that is even with respect to parity (sign does not change with spatial 
inversion) and odd with respect to time reversal (sign does change with time reversal). XMCD 
detects the independence of x-ray absorption on the helicity of the x-ray beam by a magnetic 
material. It is the difference between the ΔM = +1 for left circular polarization and ΔM = -1 for 
right polarization transitions (Magnetism and Synchrotron radiation). Therefore, XMCD is when 
an XAS spectrum is recorded with two specific conditions, namely, the light incident on the sample 
is circularly polarized, and the measured sample has some net magnetization. XAS and XMCD 
both have the same element and shell selectability properties through tuning the energies it is 
possible to select the transition (electron) to excite.  
 
Furthermore, if polarized x-rays are used with XAS, additional selection rules come into play, 
thereby, lengthening the amount of information collected from XMCD (Relationship between 
Structure and Magnetic Behavior in ZnO Based Systems). Using the usual physics convention for 
right and left polarization, right circularly polarized light carries helicity (the angular momentum 
along the direction of propagation). This leads to absorption of right circularly polarized light 
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yielding transitions with Δmj=+1 and Δmj=-1 for left circularly polarized light. Thus, the dipole 
selection rules are as follows (Equation 9):  
 
10. 𝛥𝑗 = 0, ± 1  𝛥𝑙 =  ± 1   𝛥𝑠 = 0  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝛥𝑚𝑗 =  ± 1  
 
The last rule is at the origin for XMCD, and allows the extra selection rules to scan the difference 
in the density of empty states with different spin moment supplying magnetic information on the 
material of the sample measured. Using the two-step model from the 1987 experiment mentioned 
above [20], it is possible to give a qualitative understanding of XMCD. In step 1, a partially spin-
polarized core electron is excited from an unpolarized initial core state [21] due to a circularly 
polarized photon. From the conservation of angular momentum in the absorption process, the 
photon’s angular momentum is completely transferred to the photo-electron. Because of the lack 
of spin dependence, the spins of the electrons do not change except for when they are coupled to 
the orbital momenta by strong spin-orbit interactions. Ergo, both left circularly polarized and right 
circularly polarized light will excite half (50%) of the electrons with spin-up and the other half 
(50%) with spin-down if there is no connection with the spin and orbital part of the electron’s 
angular momentum. The angular moment of the photon can be partially transferred to the spin by 
the spin-orbit coupling if a strong spin-orbit interaction is present. In this model, the photoelectrons 
are ejected with a polarization of the spin due to an imbalance between spin-up and spin-down 
excited electrons. Now the second step; the spin-polarized photoelectrons will detect the spin 
polarization of the final empty states while taking into account the Pauli Exclusion Principle. The 
XMCD will reflect the difference in the density of empty states with different spin moments. Also, 
in the second step, the magnetic properties of the sample will be measured because the spin-split 
valence shell will act like a detector for the spin of the excited photoelectrons.  
 
The probability of a transition is proportional to the polarization of the electron and the spin-










Where Pe is the electron polarization, ρ is the spin density, and Δρ = ρ↑ - ρ↓; also, ρ↑ and ρ↓ are 
the majority and minority like final state densities [19].  To fully clarify this idea, take the case of 
the L2,3-edge spectrum of XMCD (i.e. 2p→3d transition) of any 3d transition metal [19]. It begins 
when the core electrons are excited by the circularly-polarized photon from its initial 2p3/2 (the L3-
edge) and 2p1/2 (L2-edge) which are characterized by the quantum numbers j and mj with j = l + s 
and j = l – s, respectively. No spin-orbit splitting and the exchange interaction splits the band into 
its spin-up spin-down components, due to the Stoner model assumption, for the final 3d states. 
This will lead to five degenerate spin-up states with density of states ρ↑ and, also, five degenerate 
spin-down states with the density of states ρ↓.   
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To finish this section, it is important to discuss some of the experimental pieces of XMCD in order 
to further understand this technique. There are two different way in which to perform XMCD 
experiments; by changing the helicity and holding the orientation of the magnetic field constant, 
or by changing the direction of the magnetic field and keeping the helicity constant. This is 
because, as mentioned earlier, the spectrum for XMCD is obtained as the difference of the 
absorption coefficient (equation 8) with μ+ for the parallel and μ- for the antiparallel orientations 
of the helicity for the photons and magnetic field applied to the sample. After collection, 
normalization, and subtraction of the μ+ and μ- spectrum, the spectrum for the XMCD is obtained. 
Depending on the beamline used, the time for processes of collection, normalization, and 























Chapter 3: Analysis of LMO/STO Growth [51] 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Numerous studies have emerged on the observation of interfacial electronic reconstruction, and 
new electronic phases at both polar and non-polar interfaces in oxide materials [52 – 54]. Many 
factors contribute to the nature of the electronic reconstruction. Two of these include interfacial 
band alignment and the conductivity of the materials, which can alter the boundary conditions 
leading to the degree of charge compensation [55]. In general, any change in valence that results 
from the interfacial polar mismatch is what is used in this work. LaAlO3 (LAO)/STO is one of the 
most widely studied systems of this kind [56]. The insulator LaAlO3 has a band gap of 5.6eV 
which has alternating charged (La)+ and (AlO2)
- alternating layer lying along the [001] direction. 
Additionally, the insulator STO has a band gap of 3.2eV consisting of neutral (SrO)0 and (TiO)0 
alternating layers along the [001] direction. A polarization catastrophe is theorized to occur when 
these materials are together due to a potential buildup in the LAO polar layers driving a charge 
transfer from the LAO valence band to the STO conduction band in the LAO at a critical thickness 
of 4 unit cells [57 – 59]. This results in the STO being electron doped near the interface, thus, 
inducing a reduction of Ti4+ towards the Ti3+ [60] with an onset of conductivity [53]. Furthermore, 
other exotic interfacial phenomena have been observed including: orbital reconstruction [61], 
ferromagnetism [62], and superconductivity [63] with researchers investigating the role of 
structural imperfections in the effects at these interfaces [64 – 68].  
 
With the initial observations of these interesting emergent phenomena at the heterointerface of 
LAO/STO, numerous additional systems have been found to replicate similar potential buildups 
induced by electronic reconstruction and other interfacial phenomena [71]. Additional studies 
relating to the polar and non-polar interfaces; mostly, LaCrO3/STO [72], and LaMnO3/STO [73]; 
suggest this rule may not actually be universal because no critical-thickness for metal-to-insulator 
transitions have been found in either system. Initially, this may be surprising because LMO is 
alternating (LaO)+ and (MnO2)
- layers (Figure 3.1) with electronic reconstruction similar to that of 
the LAO/STO is expected to occur. At first, the absence of metallic conductivity was discouraging 
to researcher from continued study, but it does not expressly mean that interfacial polar mismatch 
is not influenced by charge or spin degrees of freedom. To the contrary, recent reports on the 
LMO/STO systems proposed charge transfers can actually happen within the LMO because of 
similar potential buildup produced by the electron doping near the interface and, also, due to the 
hole doping near the surface yielding ferromagnetism in LMO [74,75]. This does not mean, 
however, that direct evidence of electron reconstruction and the nature of magnetism is reported 
without a deeper understanding and control of functional properties.  
 
Using XAS and XMCD along with some first principle calculations in order to study the effect of 
polar mismatch on the electric and magnetic structure of the polar and antiferromagnetic insulator 
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LMO which was grown on the nonpolar STO, a striking change in the Mn valence state of the 
LMO even down to a 2-unit cell thick film discovered with XAS, but the Ti valence of the STO 
was unchanged. Ferromagnetism was seen by XMCD at a critical thickness of 5 unit cells. As 
suggested by the decoupling of the charge, the magnetic ferromagnetism thickness, and the 
absence of the hole doping near the surface of the film, infer the charge transfer picture [74,75] 
may not be directly applicable or may be too simple of an explanation. In the theoretical studies, 
the potential buildup in the LMO is 0.177 V/Å, along with the small band gap of the LMO, leads 
in a critical thickness for the built in potential to fail in a 2-unit cell sample. Additionally, a 
chemical route was identified to effectively manipulate the doping level and modulate the 
influence in the polar mismatch in order to induce the ferromagnetism in the films to as low as 3 
unit cells.  
 
3.2 Substrate Treatment 
Perovskites  
STO and NdGaO3 (NGO) are both perovskite oxides of the form ABO3. The perovskite crystals, 
the A and B cations, are usually rare-earth or transition metals accompanied by oxygen anions. 
Ideally, the cubic structure can be described by networks of corner-sharing oxygen BO6 octahedra 
with the oxygen atoms at the faces of the unit cell (Figure 3.2a), the A-site cations at the corners 
and the others, the B-site cations, at the center. The perovskite family of elements are named after 
a Russian statesman and mineralogist [29], Lev Perovski. Since it was discovered, perovskite 
materials have been greatly studied, and are usually quite common and familiar to materials 
researchers. They have a wealth of application from environmental [30], energy production [31], 
and communications [32]. The most common perovskites are slightly distorted from the ideal cubic 
shape, due to a non-ideal relative ration between the A and B ion sizes (Figure 3.2b). This results 
in a tetragonal or orthorhombic structure (Figure 3.2a). Since not all of these can be readily made 
into single crystals, it is possible to use PLD to synthesize many types of them into thin films [33]. 
STO, on the other hand, is readily available in single crystal substrates making, but must be treated 
for a better platform for certain types of growth (see Figure 3.2c).  
 
Perovskites with a B site transition metal display a large variety of interesting magnetic and/or 
electronic properties. This flexibility arises from chemical properties, and the complexity of the 
character of transition metal ions. In transition metal oxides, it is normally the unfilled 3d electron 
shells that are related to the magnetic and electronic correlations with the filled 3d electron shells 
dealing primarily with the dielectric properties. The coexistence of random ferroelectric and 
ferromagnetic moments, called multiferrocity, is an elusive entity because of the small 
concentrations of the low-symmetry magnetic point groups which allow for the needed 
spontaneous polarization [34]. Despite this, large magneto-capacitive couplings were reported 
with the existence of competing interactions [35], canted moments [36, 37], and in composites 
[38].  
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With its high dielectric permittivity STO, specifically, is one of the perovskite materials which 
falls under the dielectric and ferroelectric categories; it is highly studied and mostly ferroelectric. 
The embryonic ferroelectrics may be terms as nearly ferroelectric crystals [39] which STO is an 
example. Significant quantum fluctuations of ions stifle the phase-transitions and lead them to a 
ferroelectric state and also maintain the soft transverse optical mode of the material. A divergence 
in the limit T to 0K along with the noticeable phonon anharmonicities [40] is displayed by the 
dielectric susceptibility. With these types of material systems, even trivial substitutions or doping 
may induce ferroelectric phase transitions. STO has a lattice of alternating SrO, and TiO2 layers. 
This leads neutral structure with neutral layers. 
 
NGO is also a perovskite structured material, as such, it also has the layered structure. It is the only 
lanthanide gallate oxide without structural phase transitions below 1000°C. As such, it is most 
often used for growth thin films that are twin-free and grown at lower phase transition temperatures 
[41]. Unlike STO, NGO is more suitable to microwave applications [42]. Various measurements 
revealed that NGO’s layered structure is actually a distorted perovskite with an orthorhombic 
symmetry at room temperature [43-45]. NGO has a lattice of alternating NdO, and GaO2 layers, 
but, unlike STO, NGO’s layers are not neutral. They alternated with +1 and – 1 configuration. Do 
to these alternating layers, it is necessary to treat the substrates, both the NGO and the STO. These 
treatment procedures help remove any mixed termination, which exists on the substrate surface. 
In addition, the treatment ensures that the substrates are clean and free from any surface impurities. 
Furthermore, the importance of this will be understood during the discussion of the LMO growth 
and analysis in the experimental details section of this chapter. 
 
Treatment of STO 
STO consists of alternating layers of SrO, and TiO2 has the most intensive treatment procedure of 
all of the substrates treated in this work. It begins with either a cleaning of the as received substrates 
or directly immersed in the Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) solution which consists of Ammonium 
Fluoride – 30 – 40%, and Hydrofluoric – 1 – 5%, and stirred followed by immersion, and continued 
stirring in deionized water (DI). Following the BOE and DI, the substrates are dried with nitrogen 
(N2) and placed in a ceramic holder (boat). Once in the boat, they are placed in to a tube furnace, 
and annealed at 1,050°C for 2 hours in an air environment (Figure 3.2). Following the treatment, 
the substrates were scanned with the AFM. In each treatment, no more than three substrates were 









Treatment of NGO 
The NGO substrates have alternating NdO, and GaO2 layers with a need for the them to be 
terminated on the GaO2 layer. In order to achieve the highest quality single terminated substrates, 
a procedure similar to that of the STO was tested, due to the similar perovskite structure. Along 
with the procedure of the STO substrates other variations were tried involving treatments with and 
without the BOE. All of the NGO substrates were all initially cleaned with acetone and isopropyl 
alcohol, in an ultrasonic bath, before being place in the ceramic boat and annealed at 1,100°C for 
three hours in an air environment (Figure 3.3). Additionally, the treatment for NGO is not as 
“standard” as the procedure for STO and required varying the temperature, gas used, and anneal 
time to get the ideal procedure for treatment (See Table 3.1). 
 
Conclusion for the substrate treatment 
As can be seen from the AFM images (Figures 3.3 – 3.4), the treatment procedures all produced 
singly terminated terraced surfaces. This method of treatment is extremely effective at producing 
very high quality singly terminated substrates as shown in the figures. In fact, for the treated STO 
substrates, it was very rare for the listed procedures to not obtain the desired singly terminated 
surfaces on the substrates. Even though NGO and STO are both perovskite materials, the NGO 
substrates did not need the BOE step for their treatment procedure.  
 
3.3 Experimental Details 
The growth of the LMO films on the TiO2 terminated STO along the (001) substrates were done 
using PLD with the assistance of RHEED [76]. The intensity of the RHEED oscillations were 
consistent throughout the growth, thus, indicating layer-by-layer growth for each sample [76].  
Additional characterizations of the LMO heterostructures proved that they were, indeed, high 
quality with atomically with smooth surfaces, highly crystalline with dislocation free interfaces 
[76]. In order to investigate the potentials for electron reconstruction and the associated 
ferromagnetic order, soft XAS and XMCD was carried out at grazing incidence with total electron 
yield geometry on numerous LMO/STO heterostructures (Figure 3.5a paper below) [76]. When 
the samples were compared to the previous local magnetometry using a superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) [74, 75], the current approach is sensitive to the surface providing a 
direct measurement of the valence states of the various elements in the films, and also the 
substrates, using XAS and allows the detections of the weak (~0.005 μB/atom), and element 
specific, magnetic moments which exclude any magnetic impurities with the XMCD [60]. Edges 
from the Mn L2,3 at 25K showed the strong dichroism (Figure 3.5a) from the XMCD, indicate a 
net ferromagnetic moment coming from the Mn in the films. Noting some of the important 
conclusions are: the ability to detect the small magnetic moments of the 5 unit cells films; this is 
due to the XMCD sensitivity which were not seen in previous studies [74]. Next, the XMCD of 
the films as thin as 9 unit cells of the LMO are similar to those seen in hole doped La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 
[91]. 
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Since XMCD is dependent on thickness, these results confirm the existence of intrinsic 
magnetization in the LMO films coinciding with previously conducted magnetometry studies [74, 
75]. To further understand the nature of magnetism, XAS was conducted at both the Ti- and Mn-
L2,3 edges as a function of the LMO thickness, and the Ti-L2,3 edges were unaltered and matched 
the STO substrate reference (Figure 3.5b). To state this another way, no sign of electron transfer 
to the STO and the bulk-like character of the Ti4+ was maintained at the LMO/STO heterointerface. 
Conversely, studies using XAS at the Mn-L2,3 edges showed greater variation with the thickness 
of the films (Figure 3.5c). The electron transfer occurs at even the 3-unit cell sample. Additionally, 
it is expected for the valence state of the L3 edge to be Mn
3.5+ due to the electron transfer, but this 
is not the case, as can be seen even down to the 3-unit cell sample, the valence state shifts from 
the expected state of Mn3.5+ to a Mn2.5+ state. (Figure 3.6c).  
 
In order to explain this change in the Mn valence state, the spectra for bulk SrMnO3 (i.e. Mn
4+ 
reference), LMO (i.e. Mn3+ reference), and the MnO (i.e. Mn2+ reference) are provided for 
comparison [92, 93]. The relatively thick (12-unit cell) LMO films had an absorption spectra 
similar to that of the bulk LMO, thus, indicating a dominating Mn3+ valence state while noting that 
the absorption peak has a slightly lower energy position than the bulk LMO. This infers that the 
films are lightly electron doped. In the smaller (9-unit cell) LMO, the main spectral feature, near 
the 641.4eV, shifted toward lower energies showing an average lower valence state. For the even 
smaller films (6, 5, and 3-unit cell) films, there were even further shifts in the feature. Therefore, 
a prominent feature near the 640eV seems to correspond to the main absorption peak of the Mn2+. 
It is important to, quickly, note that the suppression of the fine feature (~638eV) in the ultrathin 
LMO film, compared to the MnO reference spectrum, is probably because of the different local 
environments of the two structures [94]. If these results are compared with those of the 2-unit cell 
heterostructures, it is shown that the XAS spectrum has an absorption peak around the 639.8eV 
peak analogous to the Mn2+ (Figure 3.6). This strong Mn2+ peak in the 2-unit cell sample conveys 
an electronic reorganization happened which coincides with theoretical calculations; this is not 
included in the same graph because of some charging in the sample which distorts the spectral 
background. Nevertheless, the XAS clearly demonstrates a reduction in the average Mn valence 
state of the thin samples, thus, further concluding that electrons are accumulated in the LMO layers 
near the interface starting with the critical thickness of the 2-unit cell. Clearly, contrasting the 
XMCD studies described above and in the previous local magnetometry studies [74, 75], which 
concluded the emergent ferromagnetism is not detected for thicknesses below the 5 or 6-unit cell. 









The total electron yield geometry completed this study which scans the uppermost 3-5 nm of thin 
film samples in a way that the deeper layers can be neglected due to the exponential decay in the 
intensity with the distance from the film surface. Thus, as the thickness of the LMO increases, the 
contribution of the Mn at the interface will decrease as well. The valence state is likely non-
uniform along the surface normal due to the observed decrease in the Mn2+ signatures in the Mn 
XAS spectrum with increasing LMO layer thickness. This leads to the fact that the fraction of 
Mn2+ is higher in the thinner films when contributions from the interface are more to the Mn XAS 
signal. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, it is evident that valence state of the O K edge evolves with 
the film thickness. There is also a possibility of the bottom 3-unit cell, near the interfacial region, 
stays rich in Mn2+ for the 5 and 6-unit cell sample [95]. When the sample thickness is larger than 
the 6-unit cell, it is comparable or larger than the scanning depth and region of the interface to the 
spectrum is lowered. In order to correct for the polar field, the interface will mostly build up 
excessive electrons, making an inhomogeneous charge profile through the thickness of the film. 
Fortunately, this coincides with other La1-xSrxMnO3/STO (001) heterostructures with excessive 
electrons accumulating up near the interfaces [95]. 
 
Other XAS studies of LMO/STO (001)o (where the O subscript designates an orthorhombic index) 
corroborating the accumulations of electrons due to polar mismatch can also be found. Treated 
NGO substrates produced GaO2-terminated surfaces which are naturally polar [96], thus, there 
should not be any polar mismatch at the heterointerface of the LMO/NGO samples. Mn-L2,3 edges 
are characteristic of the bulk like Mn3+ with no Mn2+ features from the XAS spectra. This is true 
even for the 3-unit cell thick films, and they are not dependent on thickness in the XAS spectra 
(Figure 3.5d); therefore, excess charges are not seen in the LMO/NGO heterostructures. Thus 
indicating that electrons accumulate on the LMO samples near the interfaces to reduce the polar 
catastrophe in LMO/STO heterostructures at the thin 2-unit cell thickness films. 
 
To help explain the polarization catastrophe, we can think of the think of the layers of the LMO 
on STO as charged planes. The STO planes are charge neutral (i.e. no charge), but the LMO 
alternates between a charge of +1 and –1. This will turn them into a series of parallel plate 
capacitors. As more LMO layers are added, there is an increase in the potential of the system, 
which could, eventually, lead to an infinite potential build up. At some point, the material will 
contain this potential leading to the catastrophe. Because this cannot occur, the laws of nature step 
in, luckily, and averts this catastrophe. In order to do this, a half electron will have to transfer from 
the upper most layer (top) to the bottom layer (Figure 3.8). At some thickness it will this transfer 
will occur and it is called the critical thickness. The question is: when will this happen? Essentially, 
the band gap tells you how many layers, or capacitors are allowed before nature takes over. You 
must understand why you have to move the electron to the LMO layer. The electron has to move 
to the bottom layer of the LMO sample. If the electron does not transfer, you will have an infinite 
series of charges which cannot occur in nature. Due to this phenomena, nature steps in to fix it, 
and an electron is transferred from the top layer of LMO to the bottom layer of LMO. This 
effectively averts the catastrophe. Using this understanding and combining this with the large 
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difference in the band gap between LMO (1.3eV) and STO (3.2eV) [76] will result in a band 
configuration straddling the LMO/STO interface (Figure 3.8). Using these facts, it is expected that 
the electron accumulation will occur when the built in potential in the LMO layer overcomes the 
LMO band gap, by calculation, it should happen at a critical thickness of ~7.3 Å (a little shy of the 
2-unit cell of LMO). The system becomes unstable and a way must be found to compensate the 
potential due to the results discussed just before. Due to the positive potential difference from the 
interface to the surface, a screening or a compensation effect will always lead the negative charges 
to build up near the interface. Naturally, this gives a reason for the reduction in the Mn3+ towards 
the Mn2+ at the very thin limit and near the interfaces for the thicker samples. This differs from the 
case of LAO/STO because the LAO band gap borders the STO bands with the negative charges 
staying in the STO near the interface and reducing the Ti4+ to the Ti3+ [58 – 60].  
 
There was no indication of Mn4+ begin detected on or around the LMO film surfaces, interestingly, 
this implies that the charge transfer model [74, 75], proposed earlier, may well be an 
oversimplification or could possibly not be directly applicable to this system. Therefore, almost 
any number of additional surfaces, either structural or chemical, reconstructions might actually 
occur to recoup the electron accumulation [97 – 100]. Moreover, oxygen vacancies, especially, 
were considered as a way to offset the polar field [99 – 101]. With these LMO/STO 
heterostructures, no sign was given for the reduction and the vacancy formation of the oxygen in 
the STO because no signature of the Ti3+ was observed by the XAS near the interfaces and the 
heterostructures showed an insulating behavior [76]. By the same token, there was no indication 
for a large concentration of oxygen vacancies in both the film and substrate which resulted from 
the growths. The absence of evidence of Mn2+ in LMO/NGO heterostructures supports this which, 
even though they were grown at the same conditions, holds no evidence for a change in the valence 
state. These two indications are consistent for a high oxygen growth pressure (10-2mbar) [76]. 
Furthermore, the appearance of Mn2+ in the LMO/STO heterostructures are associated with the 
polar discontinuity at the heterointerface regardless of the mechanism causing the accumulation of 
the electrons whether electronic, structural, and/or chemical in nature [97 – 102]. It was proposed 
that the oxygen vacancies, the vacancies not necessarily induced by the deposition process, may 
be an inherent compensation mechanism for polar/nonpolar oxide heterostructures possibly 
leading to an electron buildup at the interface [99, 100, 102]. 
 
In bulk, the stoichiometric LMO with Mn3+ is an A-type antiferromagnetic insulator [103]. Even 
with the possibility of electron-hole asymmetry in the manganite phase diagram similar to the 
cuprate family [104], adding extra holes or extra electrons with chemical doping may cause 
ferromagnetism due to the Mn3+ -O2- -Mn2+ double exchange [103, 105-108]. The known extrinsic 
defects, cation-deficiency (e.g. La-deficiency) or excess oxygen, may also cause the 
ferromagnetism in LMO [109, 110]. Although, the deficient LMO is usually a ferromagnetic metal, 
whether cation deficient or oxygen excess, with a mixture of Mn3+ and Mn4+ (i.e. hole doping) 
[111]. This is not in line with the observations that the films were electron doped with standard 
cation stoichiometry and insulating behavior [76]. Thus, the appearance of electron doping, discuss 
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here, at the LMO/STO interface caused by the polar mismatch yields a valence mix (i.e. 
Mn2+/Mn3+) which is believed to result in the ferromagnetic phase [103, 105 – 108]. Indeed, the 
spectra seen in both XAS and XMCD in the relatively thick LMO/STO heterostructures (Figure. 
3.5a,c) are akin to those of electron-doped manganites derived from the chemical effects of 
chemical alloying (e.g. Ce-doped LMO); these also show ground state that is insulating and 
ferromagnetic [108]. 
 
Films with less than 5 unit cells are void of ferromagnetism possibly because of “over 
accumulation” of Mn2+ (coming from large numbers of electrons needing to make room for the 
potential and coming from a reduction in magnetization from a lack of double-exchange coupling 
with Mn3+); this tends to an antiferromagnetic state [106]. Consequently, the likelihood of lowering 
the Mn2+ inherent composition of the films was investigated to comprehend the source of the 
ferromagnetism and demonstrating the potential of these systems. Other studies found La-
vacancies yield hole doping in LMO [109, 111]. For this reason, the 5% La-deficient LMO 
(La0.95MnO3) films were grown with varying thicknesses on STO substrates [76] in order to 
generate holes that should counter-dope the system under the influence of the potential and 
alleviate the amount of Mn2+ in the ultra-thin films (i.e., lower an over-electron-doped state to an 
“optimally-doped” state). This is an adequate path to introduce holes into the LMO using the defect 













−1+3𝑥 layers and, 
therefore, a polar mismatch still exists at the La0.95MnO3/STO interface. Because of the La-
deficiency, a reduction is produced in the magnitude of the polar discontinuity with additional 
holes. The observed weaker thickness dependence of the Mn valence of the La0.95MnO3 films from 
the XAS (Figure 3.9a). The peak corresponding to Mn2+ at 639.8eV, specifically, is suppressed in 
the 3-unit cell thick La0.95MnO3/STO heterstructures (Figure 3.9b). This affirms the significance 
of regulating the valence state of the material to alleviate the over accumulation of electrons. 
Altogether, the examination of an insulating ferromagnetic ground state in films as thin as just 3 
unit cells illustrates the capability to grow and measure emergent phenomena at interfaces, and has 
the potential applications in spin polarized tunneling devices. 
 
In order to encapsulate, there is explicit corroboration for electron accumulation and 
ferromagnetism arising within the polar, antiferromagnetic insulator LMO when it is grown on the 
non-polar STO. Armed with first-principle calculations, and XAS, the critical thickness for the 
dawning of electron accumulation is determined to be the 2-unit cell. “Over-doping” of the LMO 
can be driven by the strength of the polar mismatch which the onset of ferromagnetism has 
contained as the average valence state dips towards Mn2+. Ferromagnetism is noticed in only the 
5-unit cell thick films in the stoichiometric LMO. This is led by the chemical doping (attained by 
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the control of the film stoichiometry), the average valence state can be adjusted, and obvious 
ferromagnetism may be seen in La0.95MnO3 films as thin as 3 unit cells. Finally, this exhibits the 
state-of-the-art referring to ultra-fine controls of materials, through which governing the atomic-



























Chapter 4: Experiment Details and Procedure 
 
4.1 Introduction 
With the goal of growing a Y2Ti2O7 sample along the (111) direction, a test sample was grown 
(sample 1). For a base line, the growth conditions were followed for a similarly structured 
pyrochlore material [112]. Reflectivity measurements were conducted to verify growth, and to 
ascertain the thickness of the sample. If the thickness is known, in nanometers, as well as the 
number of pulses, the rate of growth per pulse can be calculated (equation 13). While the growth 
was successful, the sample was not grown along the desired direction, or, in other words, it was 





    
Where Gr is the growth rate, Ft is the film thickness, Np is the number of pulses. Once the growth 
rate is obtained, it is possible to grow any sized sample based on the number of pulses. After this, 
the next step was to vary some of the growth conditions to discover the best environment for YTO 
(111) growth. Growth pressure and temperature were the variables used to figure out the ideal 
conditions.  
 
Yttrium Stabilized Zirconium   
The Yttrium Stabilized Zirconium (YSZ) is similar to the STO treatment, but without the BOE 
steps. In place of the BOE parts, it is cleaned, as all of the others, in acetone and isopropyl alcohol 
in an ultrasonic bath; then, they were annealed at 1,050°C for 2 hours in air.   
 
The YSZ substrates produced the desired single terminated and terraced surfaces (Figure 4.1), but 
with rougher and more jagged edges than the STO and NGO substrates. Despite the rougher edges, 
the treated YSZ substrates were still sufficiently terraced for future growths.  
 
4.2 Set up 
We started with a single crystal YTO (227) grown at the University of Tennessee that was cut into 
two pieces. We attached one of the pieces onto a round stainless steel target holder with carbon 
tape and placed onto a rotating carousel. Before each growth, the YTO target was sanded in a 
“figure 8” pattern until a smooth and uniform surface was achieved and all of the remnants of the 
previous growth removed. All of the substrates were attached to the plate for growth using silver 
paint and cured for 20 minutes at 120° F. The preablation was done at 500 to 2000 pulses at 2Hz 
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depending on how long it was since the last growth to ensure a uniform target by removing any 
possible imperfections.  
 
4.3 Growth conditions 
In total, 15 Samples were grown at varying temperatures and pressures, but all of the samples were 
grown using the large mask (3mm x 16mm), the laser set at 18.0kV to 19.5kV to achieve an 
average fluency of 4.166 J/cm2. In order to determine the most ideal growth conditions, the samples 
were grown at the following pressures: 0.013mbar, 0.0667mbar, and 0.133mbar with temperature 
of: 600 to 800° C at 50° intervals for a total of 15 samples. The current and power for the laser 
heater ranged from 11W to 27W and 4A to 6.7A respectively. Furthermore, all samples were 
grown with 2000 pulses at 2Hz and cooled down to room temperature at 15°/min at growth 
pressure (See Table 4.1).  
 
4.4 Analysis of growths and data 
To place the data into prospective and assist in understanding, the XRD data shows the intensity 
of the x-ray beam as a function of angle (called 2θ); sharp, or strong, peaks are produced when 
Bragg’s law is satisfied as described above in chapter 2. The phases that are grown will have peaks 
at certain angles and are specific characteristics of the material grown. These properties are usually 
known or can be calculated, if not known. This tells us which of the phases of the sample were 
grown, or the direction of growth. To elaborate some more details from chapter 2, the spacing 
between unit cell layers is called the d spacing. The different phases are based on the lengths of 
the d spacing. In the YTO (111) case, the d spacing along the (111) direction (Figure 4.3) is longer 
than the d spacing for any other YTO phase with d = 5.82523 Å. If we know this to be the value 
for d, solving equation 4 (with d = 5.82523 Å, λ = 1.54 Å, and n = 1 and n = 2) for the angles yield 
peaks at 2θ ≈ 15.2°, and 30.7° for (111) phase and the (222) phase respectively. Therefore, peaks 
are expected at these angles for the YTO samples. Additionally, there should be a peak at 2θ = 30° 
for the YSZ substrate.  
 
An initial review of the data reveals peaks at the 30° angle for all samples grown (Figure 4.2). 
Furthermore, a peak at the 31° angle appears in all of the samples grown at 700°C to 800°C (Figure 
4.2, also Figures 4.6 & 4.7). Finally, there is a small peak at the 15.52° angle. The peak at 30° 
angle is, most likely, from the substrate (bottom plot in Figure 4.2, also Figure 4.7) and is expected 
to be present for all of the samples grown. There is nothing particularly distinctive about the 
samples grown from 600°C to 650°C; they all still have the expected peak at the 30° angle (Figure 
4.4), but no other peak is observed; thus, indicating that no phases of YTO or Y2O3 were grown. 
For all of the samples grown from 700°C to 800°C, a clear peak appears at the 31.5° angle. This 
peak denotes a possible YTO (222) phase, but could, also, be a growth of Y2O3 on the substrate; 
instead of the desired YTO (222) phase. Although, the possible growth of a Y2O3 phase was, 
subsequently, ruled out due to lack of evidence in the XRD data. The growth of Y2O3 further 
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omitted due to its small d spacing. The 800°C samples have the peaks at angles: 30°, 31°, and an 
additional peak at the 15.52° angle. The peak at the 15.52° angle is the peak with the desired YTO 
(111) phase (Figure 4.7). To further solidify the optimum temperature to be 800°C and pressure to 
be 0.0133mbar, the peak ratios were estimated. This aides in assurance of these conditions. As can 
be seen, the samples grown at 0.133mbar and 0.068mbar both have a small bump around the 15.52° 
angle, but the 0.0133mbar sample has the most prominent peak at this angle.  
 
Further inspection of the data reveals the existence of a possible phase boundary lying somewhere 
between the 650°C to 700°C temperatures (Figure 4.5) due to the peak at the 31.5° angle, and can 
be seen in all of the samples grown at 700°C to 800°C. It is believed that the boundary is 
temperature dependent due to the existence of the peak at all of the growth pressures. At the 800°C 
temperature, our desired YTO (111) phase appears as well as the other phases which are present 
in the samples grown at 700°C to 750°C (Figure 4.6). The growth of the YTO (111) phase at this 
temperature reveals the more ideal growth conditions of 800°C at a pressure of 0.0133mbar (Figure 
4.7). It is, also, important to note that all of the materials involved in the growth (YTO, YSZ, Y2O3) 
have phases around the 30°, and 31° angles. Thus, making it extremely difficult to differentiate 
which of the materials were actually grown or if all three materials are present in the samples 













Chapter 5: Outlook and Further Experimental Work 
 
5.1 LMO/STO summary and outlook 
As illustrated in this work, material science is a fascinating field. All of the different experimental 
techniques give material’s researchers plenty of tools to investigate the properties of the many 
different known materials while leaving room for improvement with the, seemingly, infinite 
number of possible material combinations. Leading to important discoveries in our understanding 
of the fundamental electronic properties of materials. Especially, that of LMO/STO where it was 
shown, among other things that the valence states of the Mn ions amazingly and simultaneously 
verify our theories and models as it also defies them. Thus, enabling the refinement of our 
understanding of nature and the laws of physics. Furthermore, it is interesting to note, the 
importance of the results of chapter 3. Where more work can be done to help understand the nature 
of the compensation of the valence electron states in the LMO/STO materials and the shift in the 
magnetic properties of those types of samples. Further illustrated, there is definitive evidence for 
the accumulation of electrons and the ferromagnetism stemming inside LMO causing a polar, and 
antiferromagnetic insulator when the material is grown on the non-polar STO. Through the use of 
first-principle calculations, and XAS, the critical thickness for the development of electron 
accumulation is determined to be at the 2-unit cell thick sample. As illustrated, the “Over-doping” 
of the LMO can be directed by the strength of the polar mismatch, which the commencement of 
ferromagnetism has contained as the average valence state shifts towards the Mn2+ state. 
Ferromagnetism was detected only in the 5-unit cell thick films in the stoichiometric LMO. The 
ferromagnetic characteristics are managed by the chemical doping, the average valence state can 
be adjusted, and distinct ferromagnetism may be seen in La0.95MnO3 films as thin as 3 unit cells. 
Furthermore, this state-of-the-art and ultra-fine control leads to extraordinary properties and an 
unprecedented control of the material is obtained. 
 
5.2 YTO Growth summary and outlook 
As with the LMO, the research into the growth of the YTO samples furthers our knowledge of the 
possible growth conditions of the desired (111) phase. The data from the growths show a possible 
phase boundary existing in the lower temperatures due to the possible (111) phase grown at 800° 
C. Since our initial sample growths did not produce the target phase, more samples were grown 
and the variation in the growth parameters were widened from a starting temperature of 700°C to 
a starting temperature of 600°C and the starting pressure from 0.133mbar to 0.0133mbar. This 
change was done in order to understand why the desired phase was not grown and to find the ideal 
growth conditions. This is due to the formation of the peaks around those temperatures, and at 
those angles, which is consistent across all of the different growth pressures, and due to the 
estimation of the peak ratios. The apparent ideal growth conditions will be around the 800° C, and 
at a pressure around 0.0133mbar. As briefly mentioned in chapter 1, our overarching goal was to 
grow a ZDSO frustrated magnet. To do this, we needed to lay a foundation for optimum growth. 
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We started substrate treatment and moved on to growing a YTO film for a more conducive 
environment for ZDSO growth. This buffer layer of YTO provides a better fit for the ZDSO due 
to the similar lattice match of the YTO and ZDSO. Some of the future work can include a 
continuation of this project by initial ZDSO samples grown on a buffer layer of YTO of a few 
nanometers using the growth conditions detailed in this work. Additional work can, also, be done 
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Figure 1.1 (a) is the YTO unit cell structure oriented along the (001) direction. (b) is the YTO unit 







Figure 2.1 this is a schematic illustration of what the inside of a PLD chamber looks like during 












Figure 3.2 (a) is an illustration of a mixed unit cell of STO. (b.) this illustrates the initial mixed 
terminated state of the substrate before treatment; (c.) illustrates the singly terminated substrate 






Figure 3.3 (a) AFM image of an STO substrate annealed at 1050°C in air for 2 hrs. (b) Step width 






Figure 3.4 (a.) is an image of an NGO substrate as received; (b.) is an NGO substrate annealed for 




Figure. 3.5 (a) Mn XMCD spectra for various LaMnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. The inset shows 
a schematic of the experimental configurations for the X-ray spectroscopy studies. Thickness 
dependence of the XAS spectra of the LaMnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures at the (b) Ti L2,3, and (c) 
Mn L2,3 edges with reference spectra for SrTiO3, bulk SrMnO3, LaMnO3, and MnO for 
comparison. (d) XAS of Mn L2,3 edges for various LaMnO3/NdGaO3 heterostructures where no 











Figure 3.7 Thickness dependence of the XAS spectra of the O K edge of LaMnO3/SrTiO3 







Figure 3.8 Schematic band diagram of LaMnO3/SrTiO3 interface. The electron moving from the 






Figure 3.9 (a) Mn L2,3 XAS spectra of the La0.95MnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. (b) Mn XMCD 
spectra for the 3 UC La0.95MnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure. The XMCD features reverse in sign when 






Figure 4.1 (a) AFM image of a YSZ substrate annealed in air at 1050°C for 2 hours. (b) Step 










Figure 4.3 Image of a YTO crystal with planes along the (111) layers. Where the arrow illustrates 
















Figure 4.5 Plot of all of the samples grown at 600° C to 700°C. It is clear that there is no YTO 
(222) phase, or Y2O3 is absent for the 600° C to 650° C samples, but development of the peak at 







Figure 4.6 Plot of all of the samples grown at 700° C to 750°C. The peak appearing at the 31° is 







Figure 4.7 Graph of all samples grown at 800° C. Growth of the desired YTO (111) phase is 
































Substrate STO NGO YSZ
Treatment BOE & DI water for 1 min each Cleaned only Cleaned only
Gas Air Air Air
Temperature (°C) 1050°C 1100°C 1050°C
Time (Hrs) 2 3 2
61 
 
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Preablation (2Hz) 1000 2000 1000 1000 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
Pressure (mbar) 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133
Valve Position 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 300 300 300 300 300
Flow Rate 250 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
Temperature(°C) 700 750 800 651 602 602 651 702 752 801 601 651 701 751 801
Laser Energy (mJ) 300 304 294 332 328 330 328 327 353 353 350 351 364 366 355
Laser Pressure (mbar) 3420 3451 3452 3396 3422 3461 3469 3470 3412 3451 3440 3456 3424 3454 3458
Laser Voltage (kV) 18.3 18.3 18.3 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 18.1 18.1 18.1 181 18.3 18.3 18.3
Heater Power (W) 18 23 27 12 12 11 15 17 20 24 12 14 17 21 24
Heater Current (A) 5 6 6.7 4 4.1 4 4.5 5 5.5 6.3 4.2 4.4 4.8 5.5 6.2
Number of Pulses (2Hz) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
Attenuator used No No No No No No No No Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (2)
Large Mask used Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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